
SCC FOR
BUSINESS PARTNERING

COMPLEMENTARY SERVICES

Business Partners can use SCC’s Software Asset Management 
(SAM) service to evaluate their customers’ technology and 
licencing contracts, assessing software usage, and identifying 
any licencing issues and commercial risks.

This provides Business Partners with an impartial insight 
into their customers’ software estates, highlighting areas of 
rationalisation to provide savings and ensure compliance with 
both vendors and legal regulations.

INTRODUCING ManageSMART

Using our ManageSMART service, we can evaluate customers’ technology and 
software requirements by firstly assessing software usage versus requirements 
and identifying any issues and commercial risks with regards to licencing.

By identifying the use of all software and applications, SCC can map this against 
an organisation’s license history to identify savings that can be made through 
license consolidation. We review market trends together with licence metrics   
and price changes, to help secure the right product, at the right time, under        
the right terms.

Why Partner with SCC?

SCC ensures that end customers gain optimum value from their software 
through clear management reports and recommendations for improved 
efficiency and risk mitigation. We can provide best in class tools to monitor 
and track usage effectively, ensuring organisations remain compliant with 
vendor licencing requirements, where non-compliance can carry significant 
financial penalties and reputational risk.

We can help end customers to manage software from multiple vendors, all 
of whom have differing price structures, terms, and policies. We proactively 
assess the customer’s current position with vendor contracts and licenses, 
identifying issues, on an ongoing basis, which could be hampering business 
efficiency or pose a risk should the organisation be subject to a vendor audit.
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SCC’s SAM solution offers these benefits:

• Improved efficiency and risk mitigation
• Ensuring compliance with industry best practices and vendor 

licencing regulations
• An impartial insight into software estates
• Cost savings through license consolidation.

KEY BENEFITS

ManageSMART services are designed to empower organisations to 
make the right decision at the right time with a focus:

• Technology Asset Lifecycle Foundation Service - A gap analysis 
which maps where risks and issues lie as well as the roadmap to 
mitigating these.

• Technology Selection Service - An advisory service that looks 
at the market of technology products aimed at managing the 
technology asset lifecycle that best fits an organisation.

• Compliance and Optimisation Service - A granular service that 
clearly documents specific risks on strategic vendors and allows 
organisations to manage and control these risks.

• Cloud Strategy Support Service - Analysis relating to a cloud 
strategy an organisation may have with a commercial software 
focus to ensure that all risks are visible.

• Open Source Control - Open source software is a risk that can 
often lie undetected from a security and operational perspective, 
this service gives on those risks allowing informed decisions      
to be taken.

• Audit Defence Services - Ensures organisations have the 
support to manage the process to minimise the disruption.

KEY FEATURES


